The problems with conflicts have been corrected and users are again encouraged to use the J2EE version of Peer Review and provide feedback to ORIS Peer Review J2EE Support.

Changes with the 10/27/06 release:

1. Conflict created on REV1500 being made on the wrong application. The system was INCORRECTLY specifying in the popup the first application in the list in every case, regardless of what application the user has checked. This has been corrected.

2. Correct Switch Meeting query to work with SRA name. A bug was introduced in the Sept 1 release where Switch Meeting screen no longer worked when it includes an SRA name (either a last name alone or a combination of first and last name) as part of the query. This has been corrected.

3. Advanced Person Search screen - bold the name of selected Person on the Details pane. When user views Details for a person within the hitlist of people, it is hard to see at first glance which person details are displayed.

4. Create Roster - invalid designation of the Attendee Role information was corrected.

5. Assign Reviewers - Preserve case when assigning reviewer names. A placeholder name, entered in all lower case (such as "johnson, robert"), will appear on the Reviewer List in the Assignment screen with leading caps (Johnson, Robert). This can be mis-leading to the user, since such an entry looks like a fully certified reviewer rather than a placeholder. This item was corrected.

6. Improve screen shown after SS import when user accidentally selects the wrong input file.

7. Sorts don't "stick" on REV1500. If user selects a sort, the sort should be retained after other operations like changing data or viewing details.

8. Fixed Quick Assign Function - this feature was not functioning and gave a database error.

9. Incorrect Column Headings on Add Conflict Screen. In the Add Conflict screen (Assign Reviewers, Conflict Check) the column headings for PI and Institution were switched to match the data displayed.


11. Peer Review Correction to Agenda Report w/Acting Chairperson. Meetings in which a member is designated as an Acting Chairperson due to the absence of the Chair at the meeting do not display a name for the Chairperson or Acting Chairperson on the Agenda Report (REV6250).

12. REV1500 - Modify the way users delete cells. Modify the way users remove reviewers from the cells on the Assign Reviewers matrix screen. Currently, users click a delete link next to the reviewer name. Replace the link with the check box and add a button on the top of the hitlist with label [Delete Selected Cells].

13. Prepare Summary Statements - Do not allow Word Perfect files for upload

14. IRG/SRG Reassignment Screen - need to delete Pioneer Scores. When moving application from one meeting to another on the IRG/SRG Reassignment screen, if there are scores entered for a meeting, the system correctly removes the scores from the scores_t prior to removing record from meeting_appls_t. However, when application is Pioneer Award, then scores are kept in pioneer_scores_t table and are not removed, which results in constraint error, since pioneer_scores_t table is a child table to meeting_appls_T table. System was modified to also remove the pioneer_scores_t before removing the meeting_appls_t record when reassigning application from one meeting to another.
Known Issues with J2EE Peer Review / Upcoming Changes Planned

This list is maintained on a biweekly basis and posted on the Peer Review IMPACII Web Applications launch page

These items have been requested by users or identified by testers and are scheduled to be implemented in the 12/1/06 Release:

1. Multi-Component Related Changes:
   a. Reviewer specific assignment reports should indicate Parent PI name. Assignment List and Conflicts by Revwr; Assignment - Revwr All Appl.; Assignments - Revwr Restrict should indicate the parent grant's PI name with each subproject record.
   b. Add ability to show/hide conflicts for subprojects on all assignment reports in Peer Review.
   c. Add ability on all screens to allow users to show or hide subproject records in the list of applications. Implementation should be the same as this feature on Enter Scores screen.
   d. Add the ability for user to indicate whether they want to show or hide Subprojects on all Reports that show List of Applications

2. Add ability to sort by order of review on the Assign Reviewers screen.

3. Assign Reviewers - Conflicts Pop Up - filter out withdrawn applications. The list of applications on the Add Conflicts pop up screen should filter out (not show) withdrawn applications.

4. Assign Reviewers - Conflicts Pop Up - add PI Name to Reviewers in Conflict with Applications section

5. Minor Cosmetic Defect on Meeting Agendas screen. We have added a parenthetical (Acting) between the chairperson's name and the degree on the REV1630 Meeting Agendas screen (and made a change to the Meeting Agendas report) when we have an Acting Chairperson instead of a chairperson in the meeting. On REV1630, currently it looks like this Chairperson: Michell LeBeau(Acting). The (Acting) parenthetical should be separated from the name with a space, like this: Chairperson: Michell LeBeau (Acting).

6. System takes too long to clear checkmarks after an invalid multiple conflict setting attempt

These items are planned for the 12/15/06 Release:

1. Upgrade Reports to newer version (no visible change to users)
2. Upgrade framework to newer version (no immediate visible change to users but is the first step to implementing OneView/SSO)